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XAY, 1902.1 GEOGRAPHIC LITERATURE 233 

later years Lincoln, and, since the civil war particularly, Grant, 
Cleveland, Harrison, and McKinley have used it exclusively. He also 
quotes from the decisions of the Supreme Court, those of recent 
years invariably using the singular in connection with the United 
States. 

In no class of documents is greater attention paid to the language 
employed than in drafting treaties and up to 1890 the plural form 
was used. Since then, however, the singular has been accepted, and 
Mr. Foster points to the fur seal treaty of 1892, the arbitration 
treaty of 1897, and, lastly, the Hay-Pauncefote canal treaty, as con- 
spicuous examples of the usage. After reading the arguments and 
authorities of Mr. Foster, the committee has decided that legally, at 
least, the Unites States " is. "-Philadelphia Public Ledger, Janu- 
ary 16. 

GEOGRAPHIC LITERATURE 
BOOK REvlEwS 

Carpenter's Geographical Reader : Europe.--Frank G. Carpenter. 7% x 4%. 
New Pork, American Book Company, 1902. Pp. 456; numerous illustra- 
tions and twelre maps. 
The latest volume in  the series of Carpenter's Geographical Readers is de- 

voted to Europe. The book is pleasantly and accurately written, is well illus- 
trated, and is in every way attractive. The salient features of the several 
countries are described clearly and with good choice and perspective. The 
illustrations are to the point and in general clearly reproduced. The book 
lacks that patronizing air so common i n  geographical readers, and is thereby 
highly to be commended. 

The maps are small and not as distinct as could be desired; the number 
of maps could well have been increased by the inclusion of a series of black 
and white maps of the large cities, as for instance of London. Such a map 
would make the description much more clear and valuable. This is the chief 
weakness in a book otherwise highly to be commended and very timely. 

R. E. D. 

Price, 70 cents. 

BOOK NOTES* 
Argonaut I,etters.--Jerome Hart. Payot, Upham & Go. 1901. 

Mr. Hart has a unique style of description that makes his book interesting. 
While i t  is made up of brief accounts of a traveller's impressions, it is a good 
book for a school library. The chapters on Egypt and Italy are of special 

* The Book Notes and Magazine Notes in  this number are furnished by the 
Teachers' Geography Club, of Boston, Mass. 
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value. Some of the interesting subjects are: Page 22, Cruise in  the Medi- 
terranean; 52, Cairo; 57, Going to School in  Cairo; 91, Pompeii; 146, Vesuvius 
in Eruption; 164, St. Peters a t  Rome; 185, The Vatican; 211, Roman News- 
papers; 258, Golf in Florence; 244, Milan; 256, Mont Cenis and St. Gothard 
Tunnels; 286, Paris Exposition; 309, Hotels and Cafes of Paris; 393, Geneva. 

Pyrenees, Through the High.-Harold Spencer and H. Llewellyn Smith. A. D. 
Innes & Go., London, 1898. 

A book which is more interesting from the standpoint of a prospective 
climber of the Pyrenees than from that  of the teacher og geography; but if  
one were interested in making a detailed study of the region, the following 
references might be found available: 

Andorra and its people, 55-57, 61-67; future of Andorra, 58-59; state 
school 68-69; the Maladetta mountains, 99, 104-107; description of Cirque de 
Gavarnie, 115; typical region of High Pyrenees, 222-224; High Pyrenees land- 
scape, 240-241 ; importance of watershed of Pyrenees in history, 254-255; 
height of peaks and passes of Pyrenees, 256-257; glaciers of Pyrenees, 258. 
The following full-page illustrations are excellent: Stony stream bed, 144; 
snow-covered mountain peaks, 191 ; snow-covered peaks, 226; maps, few in 
number but good. 

Tibetans in Tent and Temple, wi th  the.-Susie Carson Rijnhart, M.D. Fleming 
H. Revel1 Co., 1901. 
A story of residence on the border and of travel into the interior of Tibet. 

The book is interesting, and throughout its pages there are brief references by 
which one may obtain an insight into the everyday life and character of the 
people. The following references are useful: Houses and their furnishings, 18, 
39, 215, 226; fuel, 228, 237; breadmaking, 228; food in  Tibet, 23, 31, 38, 47, 
47, 144, 181, 182-185, 224, 258; entertaining guests 172-173; Tibetan womm, 
32, 33, 136, 137, 141, 142, 201, 224, 259, 260, 285, 347, 351, 358, 359, 373; 
Tibetan men, 178, 181, 255, 260, 277, 329, 373; Tibetan children, 167; treatment 
of sickness, 34, 163; animal life, 212, 213, 237, 245, 247, 288; plant life, 225, 
236, 238, 239, 250, 291, 340; weather conditions, 243, 251, 263, 264, 280, 284, 
288; a village of tents, 257; picture of a Tibetan house, 326; an important town 
in Tibet, 351. 

MAGAZINE NOTICES 

Alaska, The Natives of.--Jane Woodworth Bruner. Overland Monthly, Novem- 
ber, 1901. 

Condition of the natives, 338; value of Bering Sea to the natives, 339; 
boats, 339; house, origin of natives, code of justice, 340; treatment of old 
people, 343. 

American City, Rise of the.-Walter Wellman. McClure’s Magazine, September, 

The wonderful story of the census of 1900, with diagrams and tables, told 
in a brief, interesting way. Comparing the beginning with the end of the cen- 
tury, 470-473; the various causes, 474475. 

1901. Pp. 4 7 M 7 5 .  
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Bagdad Railway Project, The.-Review of Reviews, December, 1901. Pp. 

An account of the road now under construction between Constantinople 
and Koweit on the Persian Gulf. Four good pictures and an excellent map. 
Russian and English railroad building elsewhere. The Koweit question, 686; 
England’s claim to sovereignty a t  the head of Persian Gulf; Turkey’s desire to 
have the railroad built and why, 687; privilege granted to  Germany; opening 
up of new productive areas of cereals and cotton, a large export crop of wool, 
a great wealth of petroleum and other mineral products, 658. 

California, The New.-S. M. Williams. Munsey’s Magazine, March, 1902. Pp. 

Two full page and eighteen smaller pictures of life in Siberia, with good 
descriptions. Would be interesting reading for pupils. Russian government, 
753-754; Siberia a country of marvelous promise, 755; the Siberian railway, 
756; the people, 7 5 7 ;  Vladivostok-Irkutsk, the Chicago of Siberia, 760; the 
Amur river, ranking with the Nile, the Mississippi, and the Amazon; Man- 
churia in the grip of the Bear, 762; Cheita, the Colorado Springs of Siberia, 
762; other cities, 763; mineral resources and the Cossacks, 764. 

Chinese Question, The.-Ho Yow, Consul to San Francisco. 
October, 1901. 
Defends the objections to admittance of Chinese: 

686-688. 

753-764. 

Overland Monthly, 

lst, that the Chinese 
work for cheaper wages than the whites; 2d, that  the Chinese send their money 
back to China; 3d, that  they are uncleanly and bring disease; 4th, that they 
take work away from whites; 5th, that if bars were raised they would come in 
such numbers as  to swamp the country. Also an article upon San Francisco. 

Colonial Experience, A . J .  F. Rose-Siley. Overland Monthly, September, 1901. 
Pp. 175-182. 
Value of Pago-Pago as a coaling station, 175; establishment of government. 

on the island, 179; old customs of the natives, 180-181; pictures of cocoa palm. 
152; pictures of native costumes. 

Irrigation in the Arid West.-Harper’s Weekly, January 11, 1902. 

perous localities where deserts had been before. 

Irrigation in the West.-William E. Smythe. Review of Reviews, Sanuary, 1902. 

A plan of action for the national government to reclaim vast areas of arid 
land in the West, and thereby double the productive capacity of the United 
States. The present situation, 75; from the national standpoint, 76; the im- 
provement of rivers would enhance their value for irrigation as well as for navi- 
gation-relation of states to nation, 77;  need of good local laws-best water 
laws in the West those of Wyoming, 78; practical measure; the lines on which 
it might be framed, and its merits, 79; this measure the President’s opportu- 
nity, 80. 

P. 62. 
A short but interesting account of how water, in a few years, built up pros- 

Pp. 75-80. 
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Mexico, The New. J o h n  W. Foster. National Geographic Magazine, January,. 
1902. 
The economic and social progress of Mexico during the last twenty-five 

years, 1-24; drainage of the valley of Mexico, 6-13. 

Navaho Blanket, The Making of a.--George H. Pepper. Everybody’s Magazine, 
January, 1902. Pp. 33-43. 
A well-illustrated article and useful in teaching Indian life in  the United 

States. The Navahos impressed by the blankets used by Coronado’s soldiers, 33 ; 
Government assistance, 34; sheep cared for and sheared by squaws, 35; details 
of manufacture and dyeing, 36-43. 

North Pole, How I Hope to Reach the.-Evelyn Briggs Baldwin. McClure’s Maga- 
zine, September, 1901. Pp. 415-422. 
This article constitutes Mr. Baldwin’s only announcement to the public of 

the plans and purposes of the Baldwin-Ziegler polar expedition which sailed 
from Norway July 17. It contains a map showing the proposed route. Descrip- 
tion of the fleet, 415-416; equipment, 417-415; condensed food of various kinds, 
419; news buoys, 421-422. 

North, The People of the Farthest.-Frederick A. Cook, M.D. Everybody’s 
Magazine, January, 1902. Pp. 19-32. 
Twenty-four excellent pictures of Upernavik, Greenland, and the Eskimos 

among whom Lieutenant Peary pitched his most southern camp, with description 
of home life. The Eskimo home well adapted to the needs of the people, 20; 
following a family in  one of its periodic migrations, 21-32. 

Okali, The.-Sir Harry H. Johnstone, K.C.B. McClure’s Magazine, September, 

An interesting, illustrated description of the newly discovered animal living 
in Central Africa, told by the discoverer. The story of the Congo dwarfs, and 
the search for the okali, 497-498; description, 499-501. 

Oklahoma and the Indian ,Territory as They are To-day.4harles Moreau Harger. 
Review of Reviews, February, 1902. 
An illustrated account of the two territories and the contrast between them. 

Between the semi-arid region of the western part and the wooded region of the 
eastern are all the gradations of altitude and moisture. The great “ openings ’ I ;  

largest cities, 177; the Indian Territory, its people and laws, 178; Indian allot- 
ment, 179-180; centre of western settlement, 181. 

Panama Waterways Across the Isthmus.-Harper’s Weekly, February 1, 1902. 

Several illustrations which will be useful in  teaching that section of the 

1901. Pp. 497-501. 

Pp. 177-151. 

Pp. 134-135. 

country. 

Peary and His Campaign for the Pole, Robert E.-Sturgis B. Rand. McClure’s 
Magazine, February, 1902. Pp. 354-363. 
An article telling what Mr. Peary has accomplished and what he is attempt- 

ing to do, well illustrated by photographs taken last summer a t  Cape Sabine. 
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Interesting reading for older pupils. The results accomplished in 1900; the 
sounding of the northern limit of Greenland archipelago; highest latitude yet 
attained in the Western Hemisphere; Peary’s work previous to this, 354-356; 
his early training, 357-358; his qualifications for tke work, 359; hardships 
endured, 360-363. 

Peking t o  St. Petersburg by Rail, From.-Alfred Stead. Review of Reviews, 
December, 1901. Pp. 682-685. 
A story of a trip from Japan to St. Potersburg over the new railroad. Port 

Arthur; Dalmy the real terminal, 682; Harbin and the branch line to 
Vladivostok; two views in Manchuria, 683; through a corner of Mongolia; 
across Lake Baikal on steamship; Irkutsk to Moscow and St. Petersburg; map 
of the railroad, 684-685. 

Pygmies of the Great Congo Forest, The.-sir Harry Johnstone, K.C.B. Me- 
Clure’s Magazine, February, 1902. 
An account of two tribes of men recently discovered in  the reeesses of the 

great Congo forest, illustrated with drawings from photographs taken by the 
author. The vast forested region and its extent; the influence of a great forest 
on the evolution of man, 349; the ancestors of the ape-like men, 350; descendants 
of the pygmies of Herodotus, 350-351; two types and their description, 352; 
licw they live in the forest; no language, 353. 

Pp. 349-353. 

SOCIETIES AND MUSEUMS 
The Philadelphia Commercial Museums. -While American goods 

are enjoying a marked reputation abroad for excellence, and while 
our trade is growing very rapidly in every direction, there is no 
doubt that many foreign buyers are still out of touch with the 
American producer. Were it possible t o  bring them close together, 
exports would increase even more rapidly. The difficulty is that 
though the foreign buyer may appreciate the excellence of American 
goods as a whole, he is insufticiently acquainted with particular 
trades and their producers. One of the best agencies for  remedying 
this difficulty is the Philadelphia Commercial Museums, whose sole 
aim is the development of our export trade. It is a fact that the 
Museum is even better known abroad than it is at home, and has 
become to be looked upon by the foreign dealer as an absolutely 
reliable medium through which to reach the American producer in 
any special line. The Museum is not operated for profit, but is a 
public institution, being supported by public funds. It has an 
Advisory Board of an international character, upon which all the 
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